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PHENOMENON OF' VARIAN'!' READINGS 
;T d.- 6 OI. '( e()t. cp ~ #ttf rr ye v a> rt1s( 2 Tim. 3: 16) • By this 
is meant, of course, the autographs of the prophets, apostles 
and evangelistso But, as for the copies of thes e autographs, . 
made by a grea t variety of scribal hands, i n widely scattered 
areas of the ancient worl d, there is another s tor y to be told, 
i nvolved and intrigu i ngo It is the story of scholarship' s a t-
tempt to ascertain a s closely as is humanly possi ble, the form 
of those "God-breathed" au tographso This Herculean task is 
just that, in addition to being painstaking and often tedious 
l abor, since the scribes who copied the lnspired autographs, 
or i.-rho copied copies or translation s of t he i nspired originals, 
allowed variou~ alternative, and sometimes wid~ly divergent 
readines to enter the text. And, since we have many, thoueh 
most probably not nearly all of these copies, and since we can 
be quite sure that t he originals are irretrievably lost, we 
have a problem. This problem is referred to in scholarly cir-
cles as "Textual Criticism". Since this problem must, of ne-
cessity , confront every assiduous and devou t reviser and trans-
lator of Holy Scriptures, not to mention every honest studen t 
of the Greek New Testament, and since this problem has accord-
ingly confronted also the revj sion committee of the Revised 
Standard Version, a brief orientat1.on with regard t0 the tex-
tual-critical problem i s in· order before we can attempt to 
2 
study the methods of the revisers and the conclusions arrived 
at by them. 
In this thesis, then we shall first review the problem 
of textual criticism, with its implication s for the transla-
tor. In such a situation the reviser or translator must have 
certain criteria to guide him. A brief glimpse at the criteria 
employed in the RSV is our next step. The questions then a-
rise, "What readings were used?" "How were these criteria ap-
plied?" Per haps this would be the best place to mention that 
because of the t remendous wealth of material and the necessari-
ly huge expenditure of time incumbent upon the careful examina-
tion of all these variant readings in the entire Pauline cor-
pus, we have limited the scope of this thesis to Galatians and 
to t he Captivity letters (Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, 
Philemon). We ar e of the opinion that, after having investi-
gated t he procedure employed by the revisers in these five 
epistles, at least a pattern of sorts can be set down, demon-
strating their employment of textual-critical criteri a and the 
available manuscript evi dence. 
Having noted the readings favored by the revisers, we 
shall attempt, by some form of tabulation, to demonstrate a 
pattern or preference for a particular :manuscript or family of 
manuscripts. It may be, too, that there is no demonstrable 
pattern .. Thj_s, of course, would also be indicative of the re-
viers• viewpoints. Our conclusions, drawn from the evidence 
herein presented, whether a pattern t s forthcoming or not, 
I 
3 
bring the thesis to a close. 
The vast complexity and seemingly inscrutable mass of 
manuscripts and their seemingly innumerable varjant read-
ings have been rendered much less chaotic by the spadework 
of such giants as Tischendorf, Westcott and Hort, Gregory 
and Streeter, to mention only a few. Prolonged and detailed 
study of available uncials and minuscules revealed that a 
number of them were similar in one particular respect which 
distinguished them from the others. Westcott and Hort, who 
published their edition of the Greek New Testament in 1881, 
contemporaneously with the Revised Versionl, propounded a 
theory of genealogy of manuscripts which, although often 
criticized, has become the basis, with some revisions and 
alterations, f or our present-day theories regarding manu-
script relationships and origins. Hence, the terms "Neu-
tra111, ttAlexandrian", "Caesarean", and "Western" are the 
stock-in-trade of every textual critic of the New Testament. 
Dr. Frederick c. Grant states that the revisers agreed 
on a number of occasions with the readings of the text as 
l. Vol. I of Westcott & Hort's text was published May 12, 
1881, the Revised Version, 1·1ay 17! 1881, and Vol. II of 
Westcott & Hort's text, Sept. 4, 881, according to a 
newly-discovered letter of A. F. Hort, dated Dec. 3, 
1905, addressed to Dr. Kenyon, and now in the possession 
of Mr. Thomas T. Reuther. 
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proposed by Westcott and Hort.2 In view o:f this, a brief 
resuine of Westcott and Hort1 s theory o~ genealogy is in order. 
As Kenyon oonoisely states,3 the t heory allowed f'or :four 
main classesp or ramiliesp of texts, viz., tho Western, the 
Alexandrian, the SY£1~ and tho Neutral. The Western class 
nas charactel"ized by a very free handling of the text and a 
very early (second century) dep~~ture from tho true tradition. 
Being best known i'rom its appearance in the Latin authorities, 
it uas g iven 1Ghe name Weste1.,n, and is represented by Code:i 
Bezae3 the Old LatL11 version, and the Curet:onian Syriac. In 
his graph of Westc·ott S...l'ld Hort's t)J.eory, Streeter includes 
family ® "so far as known. n4 In a later portion of his book, 
however.11 he states that "'rhe text of family (8) is slightly, 
but only slightly, nearar to the Western than to the Alexan-
drian type; also it has a large and clearly defined ·set of 
readings peculiar to itselr."5 The Alexandrian class re-
sulted from a sense of 11te~ary smoothness and a desire to 
plane away the rough "unliteraryl' ·edges. According to the 
2. An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, by°'"members of the Revision Committee-;--
ICRE (n.p., 1946), P• ~.1. 
3. Frederick G. Kenyon, Recent DeveloEments in tha Textual 
Criticism E.f. ~ Greek Bible {Ox:ford, 193)1",~. ·s;.7. 
lt-• B .. ih Streeter, The Four Gos1els (London: MacMillan & Co., Ltd., Rev:-"T9~7tn mpress1on, 1951}, P• 26. 
5. Ibid., P• 77• 
-
-------
g1"aph in Streeter, ·the ~andria.n grot..lp was represented by 
Codices Ephraemi (C), and L, papyrus 33, and the Sahldic and 
Bohairic verslons.6 At about the middle or the fourth cen-
tur_y an aut;hor5.·t.atlve revtsion culmj.na·ted in the Syrian type, 
which became the imr.aedia·te foreru.·~1ner and predecessor of the 
universally clomlmm-t; Tex'i.;u~ ReceE,tus 0 as per the dia gram in 
Streeter.7 
Only a fe~ manuscripts ascapod the ancient revisers1 
hands, and to this minority group the tei•m Neutral ls given .. 
'rhese., accord:J.n3 ·co Westcott and Hort, come the closest to 
the pure tradition$ and are best repre sented by Codi ces B 
and ;~ ( Ve.tic anus an.d Sinaiticus, respectively) o Such., in 
brief, is tha theory which lay behind ~estcott and Hort's 
edition of' t h e Greek New Testament, which edition, together 
with Tischendorf's eighth major edition and Nestlets eigh-
teenth edition we have used in the preparation of this thesis. 
And, since Tisch0ndorr1 s edition was used, it should be 
noted here that~ according to Robertson8 this edition is 
baaed primarily on ?\"' (S1na1ticus) and B (Vatioanus), but 
contains the readings of the Neutral class generally which, 
-·-------
6it ~., P• 26 
7. Ibid. 
-
8. A. T4 Robertson, Introduction to Textual Criticism 
New Yorkt Geo,. H. Doran Co,, 1925), P• 84. 
6 
as Robertson says else\11here, 9 included 'the Bohairic and the 
readines in Origen. 
The seeming contradiction where, in identifying the 
Alex andrian group, we included ~he Bohairic version and a-
gain imm.ediately above, included the Bohairlc in the ~-Jeutral 
class, ·chis con t;radiction is resolved by Robertson himself:, 
who state:J that 11 Nearly always this class ~ hat is, the ~-
andr~J appea1~s wit;h the ~utral or wi-th the Western.nlO 
Re gardles s of t he class into which it 1s placed, however, 
the Bohairic is cloi::ely akin to X and B, as Kenyon emphati• 
cally states.11 
It s hould also be mentioned in pass.ing that, in a ddi• 
t i on to ~he foui~ families of manuscript;s d-esignated by West• 
co t t and Hort, a fifth, the so-called Caesarea."l, is recog-
nized by textual cr:ltics, vrhich was necessitated by the dis-
covery of the Korideth1 Gospels (f/l}). Origan's Gospel com-
mentaries are the basis of this new nomenclature, since it 
is evident that in his Johar1nine commentary he usod an Alex ... 
andl"1an type mar1uscript, but in his Co1urnentary ~ Matthew 
and in his Exhortat!on ~ 1ii8.l"-cy:rdom he used a different type 
of text; again. Since he moved to Caes8.l~ea A. D·. 231·• he ob -
viously used., for the last t\VO works, e. te:ict in use there. 
9• Ql?.o ~•• P• 195• 
10. Ibid., 
11. Frederick G. Kenyon, The. Text of the Greek Bible (New 
edition; London: Duck\mrtli';--r949');-'°p. l)J. 
1 
® 12 represented by t be It type, hence :lihe term "C a.aaarean11 • 
Nestle, in h is nExpla.nations for the Greek lifew Testament" 
includes i n 'c.h e Caesai•ean group the Koride thian ~.ianuscript, 
11 family · 1n ( minuscules 1 11 118 , 131, 209) r, ·n f am5.ly 1311 » ( 13, 
69, 124,11 346, e·i;co), together with minuscul es 565 and 700013 
S:1.n.ce t h is text-type deals largely- ¥Ji-th t he Go spels, it is 
of no great concern i n t h is presant s tudy , but rras mention ed 
he1•0 to round out the brief picture of manuscript g enealogy. 
Alterations, modif l ca.tions, interpolations, ver sions, 
l'."evisions» all together pose the problem of deciding very 
carefully f'o1• a part i cular reading -through out the ·antire Wew 
Te~:itarn0n.t . The implications of all these var:tants for the 
transla·i;or, and t he criteria ·i;o be em.ployed in translating 
a.re t he subject oi' the f ollowing chapter. 
12e Q.E.o ~•, Po 1770 
130 Eberhard Nest.le, Novum Testar!lentum Graece (-18th edition; 
Stuttga1 .. t: ?r i vilegle'r•"ta Wu.rt temberg!scEe Bibela..~stal t 1 
191+8), P• 69-!i-. 
PRITZLAFF ME '10RirL I.IEI'.JRY 
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CHAPTER II 
EFFgG'l''S OF VARIANT READINGS on TRANSLATIOr-1 
With all the often conflicting and frequently confusing 
v11tness of the various manuscript f'amili.es and "sub-families" 
at hand, what procedure did the Revision Committee or the RSV 
follow? 
Dr. Frederick c. Grant in the Revision Committee's!!! 
Introduction !2th~ Revised Standard Version of the!!!!!. Testa-
~ (hereinafter rei'erred to simply as the Introduction) 
gives us a clue: 
\;.Jith the best will in the world, the New Testa-
ment translator or reviser of today is forced. to 
adopt the eclectic Pl"'inciple: each variant re.acl-
ing . . mus t be studied on its 111e1 .. its, a.."ld canno~G be 
adop·ted or rejected by some rule of thumb, or by 
adherence to such a theory as that of the 'lfeutral' 
text. It is this eclectic principle that has guided 
us in the .. present Revision • • • and it is really 
extraordinary how often, with the fuller apparatus 
of variant readings at OUl' disposal, and with the 
eclectic p:t•i:noiple riow· more widely accep·cid, we have 
concurred in following Westcott and Hort. 
However, it must of necessity be borne in mind also that 
the role claimed for the RSV by its supporters is that of a 
revision, and not a~ translation. The International Coun-
1. An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, b~raembers of the Revision Committee;--
'i'c'ffE (n.p., !946), P• l.µ.. 
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eil o,'£ Relig ious gduoation def'ined t h e task of the revisers 
a.s i'ollows: 
We, t h e:..~efore, define t he t usk of the Ameriean Blble 
Committee to b e t hat of revision of' the present Ameri-
can Standard Bible in the light of the r e sults of 
modern scholai"ship, this revision t;o be deaigned for 
u.se in public and private worsh ip, and to be in the 
~~1.,action of t h:3 si~ple, claf; s:tc English style oi' the 
:\.J.ng James Version. 
Since the Amer•ica:n StandS.l"d ~lli referred to in the 
above definition i s an offshoot and a very close relative of 
the Revis ed Version of 1885, a brief look at the a1ms of t he 
1885 revisers might be in place h ere. Price says, 
Accor ding to ·t h e Preface of t he Revised Version, 
s ome of t he general principles t!h1ch \'/ere · ag1 .. eed 
to on Ma.y 2:5, 1870 by the Hevision Com.mit te-e of 
Convocation f or t heir g uidance wer•e: ' ( l) To Lll-
troduce a t:, feYw alterat i ons as possible into the 
Te,~t of t he Aut hoi-•ized Version consistently with 
faithfulness; (2) to limit as far as possible, the 
e xpress lon of s ueh alt erat1.ons to the la."1gua~e of' 
t ho Author>lzed and earlier English versions ~ • o .13 
Al'though t hese wero worthy aims, the end result was .far 
from satisfying. Consensus today is that the Ameri.:Jhn Stan ... 
dard Version (ASV) suffers from a too lit;eral rendering of the 
Greel..o To quote Price again, 
But f'or whatever reason, the J\.SV already lags 
behind the ~cholarship of the present •••• 
The co11s1stenoy of the translators also became 
a vice; it is a machanioal procedure and not 
true tra..llslation to follow rigidly chosen word 
2. ~., P• 11. 
3. Ira M. Price., The Ancestry of' Our English Bible ( 13th 
.Printing, 2nd Rei. ed.; New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1949), p. 281. 
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equivalents. Words take on meaning from their 
context, so that an elasticity of rendering is 
demanded if the true sense is to be served. 
Then, strange as it may sound, t he American 
Standard Version was far too conservative; or 
mor e strictly, it was uneven in its attitude 
to the Ki ng James, changing when often the old 
was better and yet conforming its rendering as 
a whole to tne form of seventeenth-century 
scholarshipo ' 
Sherman E. Johnson, writing tn the Anglican Theological 
Review has this to say of the Greek text used in the prepara-
tion of the Revised Version : "The Greek text underlying the 
Revised Standarg Version is better than that of the Revised 
Version, whj.ch was an uneasy compromise between the 'received 
text' (trans l ated by the King James Version) and the readings 
of i\:estcott and Hort. 11 5 
While t he Westcott-Hort text played a major role in the 
formation of the RSV, this is not the whole story. The pref-
erence given to any particular reading in any g:1.-vEm :tnstance 
is, barring the inevitable and intangible human element, to 
be justified by the principles followed by the Revision Com-
mittee and enunciated by Dr. Grant 1n the Introductions 
1. No one type of text is infallible, or to be 
preferred by virtue of its generally superior 
authority. 
2. Each reading must be examined on its merits, 
and preference must be given to those readings 
which are demonstrably in the s t yle of the 
author under consideration. 
4. l.J2.!g., p. 290. 
5. Sherman E. Johnson, "The Revised Standar d Version", 
Anglican Theological Review, XXX (April, 1948), 83. 
11 
3. Readings which explain other variants, but 
are not contrariwise themselves to be ex-
plained by the others, merit our preference; 
but this is a very subtle process, involving 
intangible elements, and liable to the sub-6 jective judgment on the part of the critic. 
An interesting note is added to the stated criteria of 
the Revision Committee in the words of Dr. Goodspeed who 1n 
his contributing article to the Introduction states, (and his 
words are especiall y relevant for the subject-matter of this 
thesis, 
But beyond all these aids we have had constant 
access to a score out of the great host of pri-
vate translations which the past two centuries 
have produced from the time of William Whiston 
(The Primitive New Testament, 1745) and John 
Wesley (lh.g ~"rfestament, ~ Notes, 1755) 
down. These have shown the necessity of abandon-
ing the old tendency to translate Paul' word for 
word, in favor of a more vigorous and not less 
literal presentation of ''his thought. 7 
'.rhere are those, however, who feel that the RSV is not 
a revision at all, but a new translation instead, the claims 
of the Committee to the contrary notwithstanding. Undoubted-
ly the above reference of Dr. Goodspeed to t he employment of 
other translations as well as the second and third points of 
the above-mentioned criteria listed by Dr. Grant might serve 
to create this impression. 
7. ll2!g., p. 3,. 
l2 
The words of Oswald T. Allis bear this out: 
Tllo comparison of two of these vei"sions is 
especially important because t heir respective 
authors, Doctor Moff'att and Doctor Goodspeed 
were i..'11.fluential members of the committee which 
:p111epared the Revized Sta..-idard Version., Dootor· 
Moffatt serving as its secretary until his death 
in 191.il+• This coraps.rison will sarve we balieve 
to convince ·the reader that it is a. misnomer to 
call the Revised Standard Version a "revision" 
of the Authorized Ve1•sion and the Revised Vr.H•sion 
in any such sense, cartainly, as the Rovised Ver-
sion is a "l"ev1sion" of the Autho1"ized Version. 
It is a model~ s~eech ·varsion. It belongs in the 
same general ciasswfth Weymouth, Moff'att, Good-
speed, ' Berkeley' and the many similar versions 
which make no claim to be revisions of the old 
historic Authorized Version, but call themselves 
what they are, Newirri"iisra:E'ions. The 'Revised 
Standa1~d V.ersion•-should follow ·their example: 
call itself8what it is and not claim to be what 1. t is not." 
Howeve:!."", we feel that merely to compare ( or contrast, 
aa t ha case may be) the readings of the RSV '<Tith the readings 
given by Weymol1th., Mqffatt, Goodspe.ed and Vei"kuyl, vtithout 
reference at all to the Greek text is handling the whole matter 
rather cs.valiorly and arbi·hrarily. After all, the King James 
Version was (we may assume) uppermost in the minds of the Com-
mittee, and e ·1ren before, when their char;b.er v,as formed (cf'. quo-
tation therefrom .at the peg inning of this c'hapter). The re• 
lll$I'k of Sherman Johnson is very much to the point: "Every 
good translation, it has been well said, is a commentary. One 
8. Oswald T. Allis, Revision .2£ fil!!! Translation? ,; Phi.la•·· 
delpl1S.a: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 19480, 
Preface, P• viii. 
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cannot translate vlithout i nterpr eting, and the makers of the 
RSV have fac ed up to their l"esponsibility. n9 Cadbury• a l"e-
marks in the Introduct i on a1"0 to t h e point: 
• • • mere al·tE>I'!lati veD in En glish express lo:n 
do not r ef lect any substantial di fference of 
opinion or uncertai nty as to what t he original 
means • • • • S0ve1"al c hanr:;es v1ill be found in t he 
English tenses used in this t ranslation , 
due not so much to n ew knowledge of the Greek, 
or to new rules of translation, as to t he freedom 
t hat t he translators have exei .. c ised i n trying to 
find t he app!'opr5.tae gnglish. idiom f or sentences 
taken as a whole.-
I t will be noted in the article s jus t cited that both 
t he aut hor s speak of a 11 translation" when referring to t he 
RSV .. This is s igni f icant, because, i n a s ense, t he RSV is 
both. If we wi sh to ·r·ovisa the King Ja.rn0 s Version, and a t 
t he same time do a scholarly job of i t . we naturally want to 
use the best available Greek text as a guide, which, as was 
mentioned before, was , for t his Revision Commi~tee, for the 
m.ost part, t he text of Westcott and Hort (B ~ , and fre• 
quently the Beatty papyri). The King Jame s translators, how• 
ever, had instead tho "Textus Raceptus". The1•e is oound to 
be a difference in the end results, and in this sense the RSV 
is also a translation. But since t h ei~ ultimate aim was to 
make the RSV a legitimate bearer of the Tyndale-King James 
tradition, l't; is thus a revision. The outcome of' this ad-
9o Sherman E. Johnson, 2.E.• ~., P• 86. 
10. Grant, 9P• ~., PP• 47.50. 
/" 
mittadJ.y delicate problem ( that is., using a Greek t;ext 
superior to that used by the 1611 tranalators 0 and yet 
following the:tr pattern) is outlined in statistical 
form by Dean Weigle in the Committee's Introduction.11 
This is not to say, of course, ·that t ho Committee has, 
in evei .. y case met tnis p1 .. oblem in a manner most desired by 
e.11. There are an;r number of points where improvement could 
be made. Wikgren., in his contributing article to~ Studz 
of ~ Bible ~~ a.Y'l.g, ~rrow echoes this sentiment spe-
cifically: 
That there is, hov,evel", much increased precision 
in the revision ls u..~deniable, f~d is 
illustrated by Oadbtll'y himself. It is 
only regrettable that the rev:lsers have not 
consistentl y followed t he excellent standards 
p~oclaimed by t he Introduction. An indiscrimi-
nate render1ng1 for ex&1ple 11 of Greek imper-
fects, aorists, and perfects is common; and a 
dis1 .. e gard for tense-action also results here 13 and there in a loss of exactness and vividness. 
We used above a quotation from Cadbury' s ai .. ticle (p. 4) 
to justify renderings differing from the King James render-
ing. But the words of this same reviser, closing his article, 
may also be quoted to indicate a viewpoint which may have been 
lla Ibidop Po 57• 
12. Introduction, P• 44 ff. 
13. A. P. Wikgren, 11 A Critique of the Revised Standard Ver-
sion of the New Testament", The Stwll of the Bible Todaz 
and Tomorrow, edited by Harol<rR. loughby ( Chicago: 
Unrversity of Chicago Press, 1947)., P• .388. 
responsible, in a number of cases at least, for the "indi~-
criminate renderings" referred to by Wikgren. Cadbury says, 
in closj.ng, 11As they [ the first Christian author~ wrote with 
neither grammatical precision nor absolute verbal consistency 
he (that is, the translator) :5.s will ing to deal somewhat less 
meticulously with the dat~1 of a simple style that was naturally 
not too parti cular about modes of expression or conscious of 
some of the subtleti es which some later interpreters r _ead in-
to it. 12. this he adds whatever he may modestly cla1 m to ~ 
achieved of real insight~ the meaning of the origina1.ul4 
(Italics our own) 
14. Introduction, p. ,2. 
CHAPTI!.n III 
WHAT READINGS WERE USED? 
As was ment:tonod :ln Chapter IJI the findinzs of this 
c hapter and the f ollowing a.re based on a study of t0xtual 
variat i ons in Galatians, Ephas:1.am::g Philippians» Colossiansg 
a..Yl.cl Ph:lleinono Of course, only th.ose variants ,;;rere considered 
which would 5.ffect the English translation in any wayo 
The procedure in the preparation of t his chapter was 
as f'ol l ovrn : the thJ?ee Greek texts of Nest l e , 'rlschendorf, 
and Westcott, .. J:for t. we:N'> first studied and notei:10rthy VSJ.":la.'11.ts 
were r ecorded by chapter a nd verse~ These ~ere then listed 
:J.n oolv.mne together• with t he z-.eadings of tho RSV~ t he ASV 
~ (American Stnndard _Version~ 1901), a.a,d the King James Ver-
sion. In th0 l ast column the critical apparatus of Nestle 
was recorded .fo1 .. t~.e particular passage in ques t iono This 
arrangement bJ?ou.ght s ome inceresting statistics to 1:tght . 
Of the ·i;hir ty-nine passages recorded .from the above-
mentioned five Pau.line l a tters, t;he RSV agrees ,11th the ASV 
in twanty-t;hroe of these; the RSV ag1"aea ,11th the Westcott-
Hort readings i n nine-teen cases out of the thirty-nine, 
agrees with t h e Kin3 James in twenty-one oases ou-t; of the thirty-
n ine, and agrees with the readings of Tischendorr (eighth 
ma jox, edo ) 1n onl y eleven cas()S out of the thirty-nine . 
In nine instances the RSV agreed with only one o·theI' 
author! t;r o Othe1l'>f"1Se t hem is agreement w1 th two or three 
I 
17 
(never more) of the others. We break down these nine cases 
of agreement between the RSV and only one other authority for 
a particular passage as follows: there are five such instances, 
surprisingly enough, where the RSV and the King James only 
have the same readings, viz, Eph. 4:4; 5:2; 5:22; 6:12; and 
Col. 3:16. In three other cases the RSV readings concur with 
the Westcott-Hort text only, viz, Col. 2:16; 4:15; and Phi-
lemon 6. In only one case, Gal. 2:16, does the RSV agree on-
ly with the ASV. 
In two other cases the RSV readings stand alone, agree-
ing with none of the other four authorjties, viz, Col. 1:20 
(where the phrase under consideration, "by Him" is in brack-
ets in Westcott-Hort), and Col. 1:22. 
One interesting reading turned up in this investiga-
tion. In Col. 2:7 the ASV has "in your faith. 11 All the 
others read ''in ~ faith. 11 This is noteworthy especially 
because there .i§. !!2 manuscript evidence whatever cited in 
Nestle to justify the reading 111n your faith 11 • 
While the Textus Receptus (also called "Koine", 11Con-
stantinopolitan", "Imperial" text) readings a'!'e admittedly 
inferior, t he RSV does favor its readings nineteen times in 
the thirty-nine passages studied. Of these nineteen cases, 
seventeen occur where one or more members of the Hesychian 
> (Egyptian) group of manuscripts (B,~, C) concur in that par-
ticular reading. However, the two remaining cases are ex-
tremely interesting. In Eph. 6:12 and Col. 3:16, the RSV 
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reading agrees with the Koine reading f!gainst all the rest. 
In Eph. 1:15 the RSV reading agrees with the Koine, sup-
ported only by D and a . In ·che case of the Col. 3:16 ci-
tation, it should be noted ths.t Codex Alexe.ndrinus also 
agrees wtth the Koine., vrith only slight and insignificant 
variations, designatod ! in Nestle. 
As might be expected, the RSV, as indicate d in the Re-
vision Com.mi tteet s Introducti 0111 followed ·the Hesychian 
readings in the majority of cases ( thirty-five out of' thirty• 
nine).. Of thes0 thirty -five cases, eleven are readings 
given exclusively by B (Codex Vaticanus), four are readings 
given exclusively bf){ (Codex S1na1tlous) and toiu- others 
are givon exclusively- by 0- (Oodex Ephraemi). In the re-
maining oasos, two of the three manuscripts agree together 
on an RSV reading. In the four remaining instances out of 
the above-mentioned thirty-nine, the .RSV adopts a reading 
found in !!2!!2 of the manuscripts of the Hesyahian group. 
This u..~usual situat ion obtains in Eph. 1:15; 5:2; 6:12; 
· and Col. 3: 16. In only one of these four cases, Eph. 5:2, 
1a the RSV reading supp.ort_ed by p4-6. Perhaps the addition• 
al support of p33 in this same instance gave the necess,ary 
weight to the reading in question. 
Strangely enough» while there are nineteen cases of 
agreement between the RSV and the Koine, and also nineteen 
1. An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, b'y members of: the Revision Comm!ttee;--
lcrriE (n.p., 1946), P• 4,2. . 
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cases of agreement between the RSV and the Westcott-Hort 
text, the two groups are not at all identical. This, how-
ever, is to be expected. In this tally, there are only 
seven instances where the RSV reading agrees both with the 
Westcott-Hort and the Koine text. 
The decisive combination for the revisers, as also in-
dicated ·1n the Introduction2 seems to be a reading of Vati-
canus (or one other of the Hesychian group) together with 
p46 • \vhere the RSV used the Hesychian readings (thirty-
five instances out of the total thirty-nine), sixteen of 
these cases are supported by p46. Of these sixteen cases, 
thirteen occur as substantiating either B alone o~ Band 
either~ or C; one instance occurs (Gal. 2:16) where the 
RSV reading is supported by p46 and~ (Eph. 4:8) and one 
other case where p46 joins with C (Gal. 3:14) to support 
the RSV reading. 
The findings of this chapter do indeed bear out the 
contention that the revisers followed the eclectic prin-
ciple in the determination of the text to be used, although 
it is evident from the foregoing statistics that they 
2. ll21g. 
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favored the Hesychian group (termed by them the 0 Alexandrian" 
group). 
It should be remembered, however, that the area of in-
vestigation with which this thesis deals is not by any means 
a major portion of the New Testament, and we must, according-
ly, be ext~emely cautious in drawing general inferences from 
these figures and applytng these inferences to their treat-
ment of the !Jew Testament as a whole. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
The revisers1 use of the ueelectic principle"l ls nowhere 
mo1"e clearly demonstrated than when we attempt to find a pat .. 
tern in 'Gheir choi ce of readings. For the s ake oi' clarity and 
expediency 'v7C have again subcli vided the variant rea<lLl"J.gs under 
consideration into foul .. grou.ps, according to the na:ture of ·the 
variant, whether lt is a case of transposition, subatitu.tion, 
an addition, or 9.l.'l. omission. In this chapter we shall dis-
cuss ·tho t ypes of variants :tn that order, at·tempting first to 
find a. patter n :tn the subdivisions themselves, and then, on 
the basis of these conclusions, attempt to describe a possible 
pattern for this entire area of survey. 
The variants classed undeI' "Tra.-risposition" are restricted 
to Galatians, Ephesians, and Philippians. In this class. Gala-
tians has the larges·b l"epresentation; in f'act it is here that 
the greatest number of variants listed altogether for Galatians 
are to be found. 
The first c itation is Galo 1:3. where the RSV, agreeing 
with the ASV, Weatcott•Hort, the I{ing Jame s and Tisohendorf 
(a rare case, i n fact the only case where all five agree) 
l. An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New Testament, b-r-ruemE'ers ol' t~o H~vision Committee;--
nffl'E (n.po, 1946), P• 4J.. 
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roods, ". ~ .. poaoe from God the Father and our Lord Jesus 
Christ." ~1h:ts :i_-.ead1ng is strongly supported by p46-..51, B, 
the Koine, D, G,. tl.i.'1.d others, against t;he remainder of the 
Res-ychian gr oup ( e.J.,:v(:).ys consis ting of s'<. , A, B, c, H, I, M,. 
p10.13.15.16.J2, winusoules 6 1 33, 8J., H>4, 326, 424, 1175, 
1739, and othet"s), mlnu.sculo _1912; a.nd a m:m1ber of others 
( desig11.ated !.!. by Nestle) ,1 w}·ilch read 11 " • • peace from 
God our !i'e.ther and the Lord Jeaua Cr.1.X'ist '-" 
-
Dr. Oscar Paret 1n h :ts extremely handy and picturesque 
. . 
volume Dj,e Bipel., !b.r~ Uebc1•liefer:,un~~ 1E, Dru~k ~ Sch.rift, 
of'fera an inter-esbing conjecture to explain the tranaposi• 
tion in ·hhis passage, which he conside:r•s a II Schreibfehlern. 
In spe aking of the Chester Beatty papyri he offers the in-
format,ion that the closing verses of Ephesia.--is, and the open-
ing vorsea of Galatians ~ere contaL~ed on the same page. Since 
the scribe h ad just finished copy5.ng r~v KJe,o .,, ~J»~"t "I 76ou Y 
X e < <o T o Y in the final line of Ephesians I and then came 
acroas the same, or soraeahat the same combination in Gal. 1:3, 
11ct're; 'i, i fJW'V i\Cl ~ Kue /o u f1 f, ()U Xe,{> 70() he would~ the:refore, 
transpose the· ~J»w-v to modify t<ue 1 ~ if 7Jbriv. 'f.e,(!)r"i:>. While this 
1ntereating conjecture has its possibilities, the same argu-
ment could be used for the other reading, "Jill.! Lord Jesus 
Christ", s.inoe this form also occurs at the end of Ephesians, 
in the verse itmuediately pro ceding the above reference ( 6: 24.). 
2. Osoar Parat, Dif} Bibel, Ihre Ueb~rliei'eruz:~ .!!! Druck und 
Schrift (2 Durobgeseh·ene--:ruflage, Stuttgar : Privileglerte 
Wtli'tte'mberg1sche Bibelanstal t, 1950), P• 54. 
-
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The second case of transposition occurs in Gal. 2:16. 
Actually a double transposition is involved, both dealing 
with the problem of whether to read "Jesus Christ" or "Christ 
Jesus". In this instance the revisers are consistent; they 
settle for "Jesus Christ •••• Christ Jesus", thereby adopt-
ing in both cases t he reading of }{ and C. Here, it seems to 
be a case of "the majority rules" which, in some instances, 
is a rule of dubious value. In both these transpositions in 
Gal. 2:16, the readings of the RSV oppose those of Band 
minuscule 33. The two forms adopted by the RSV are, of 
course, much more wide-spread, almost to the point of being 
universally used. The revisers, however, seem to deprecate 
by their choice the age of the manuscript, although age also 
is no guarantee of superiority. But p46 seems not to bear 
too much weight wi th t hem, and this can also be inferred from 
Dr. Grant•s r emarks in the Introduction concerning it: 
"• ••• in fact we have consulted them (the Chester Beatty 
fragments) constantly, and have occasionally adopted readings 
from that source, when supported by others. ,t3 (italics our 
own). The word "occasionally•• seems to be substantiated by 
this Gal. 2 passage. In the first phrase it supports the RSV; 
in the second, it is opposed to it. However, this phenomenon 
indicates, to their advantage, no~ priori acceptance by the 
revisers of any one particular manuscript. It will be noted 
3. Introduction, p. 42 
-
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also that, as far as these transpositions are concerned, 
there is only one other case where p46 is opposed to the RSV 
reading, that being in the case of Phil. 1:6. This passage, 
however, presents an interesting situation and will be re-
vi.ewed in more detail after the consideration of the Gal. 3:14 
passage and the two Ephesians passages. 
The reading of Gal. 3:14, again involvi ng a transposi-
tion of i'>J to.oJ Xe.tGf~ , is, as far as textual support of 
the RSV i s concerned, almost an exact duplicate of the tex-
tual support for the f t rst phrase considered in Gal. 2:16, 
except for the fact t hat in t his case, J\ ' is ranged along 
with B opposing the RSV reading. Taking ~ •s place, so to 
speak, _on t he s ide of t he RSV reading is Alexandrinus (A). 
It will be noted as we discuss the ot her three sub-heads 
that on three or four other occasions the readings of Band 
)\ are rejected by the RSV in favor of the Koine tradition; 
usually, as here, supported by C (Codex Ephraemi), A, and 
occasionally also p46. 
For the sake of pointing out a very obvious and strik-
ing contrast, we jump ahead momentarily into the last sub-
head concerned with omissi ons. There, with the exception of 
l+6 P which again supports the RSV reading,~ order 1§. ~-
actlx ~ opposite from what obtained here in Gal. 3:14, 
that is, the MSS which favor the RSV reading in 3:14 are 
opposed to the reading in 5:21, and the manuscripts reject-
ing the RSV reading in 3114 are the same manuscripts (with 
-
the exception noted) which favor the 5121 readingJ Back 
again to the subdivision of transpos:1.tion, we come to Ephe-
sians 1:1, again concerned with the phrase 'Xe,t>roo i7 6 ;:J , 
where the evidence in support of the text of the RSV repre-
sents a phenomenon similar to the one in Gal. 5:21, alluded 
to in the preceding paragraph. There 1s th.is difference, 
however; p46 and B, favoring the RSV reading are also backed 
by D and minuscule 33. If we substitute Codex H (Cyprius) 
for Codex D, we have almost the same group of manuscripts 
which, in the case of Gal. 2:16 opposed the RSV, whereas in 
Eph. 1 they support it. To whatever shortcomings the re-
visers were prone, rigid consistency was not one of them. 
The next passage to be considered in this group is 
Eph. 3:18, where the RSV has the reading"· ••• to com-
prehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length 
and height and depth", over against the variant reading 
"depth and height". The _manuscript evidence supporting the 
RSV reading 1n !hi.§. case certainly is not open to question. 
It is very ably supported by p46, B, c, D, Band the Vulgate 
and some Old Latin manuscripts, although superiority of num-
bers seems to be opposed to the reading. Nestle here cites 
)"'(, A, the Koine and .mn (Dermulti--the majority of t~e 
remaining witnesses). It is understood, of course, that 
actual superiority in numbers of manuscripts in favor of one 
or the other reading cannot be determined merely by the 
designations .!Y.!,! (others) and permulti. We can only estimate. 
• 
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The last passage dealing with transposition of words is 
Phil. 1:6, t~ which reference was made above as presenting an 
interesting situation. The passage again involves x('lbro"'v i.,,co'ii. 
While it is true that the Hesychian group (B excepted), G, K, 
and many other s favor this reading, Westcott-Hort list the 
other form f i6oo X ('1 ti100 as being of equal validity. It 
would seem, then, t hat if Westcott and Hort considered the 
evidence equally weighty for both readings, the discovery 
and use of another ancient and authoritat l ve manuscript would 
tip the scales one way or another. p46 goes along with B, 
the Koine, D, and others, yet the revisers chose the opposite 
reading. As was mentioned before, this is the second case 
where, as far as transpositions are concerned, the ~SV re-
jects t he evidence of p46. 
It should also be noted that 1n the case of every 
passage cited under this sub-head, the RSV reading agrees 
with the readings of the ASV. This statement is not made 
in a condemnatory vein, but is offered as the writer's 
answer to the problem of why the RSV on one occasion uses 
a reading attested by certain manuscripts, and elsewhere 
adopts another reading which almost all of these same manu-
scripts reject. The readings given here do not involve a 
point ot doctrine; on- the other hand, the Committee's 1n-
structions4 were to revise the ASV, and since the details 
4. Supra1 Chapter II. 
-
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involved were minute and unimportant, it can readily be un-
derstood why the Committee might want to revise the ASV no 
more than necessary. This, of course, is only a supposition, 
another being offered later in this chapter. 
The next subdivision, that concerned wi.th substitutions, 
like the subsequent one dealing with additions has a much 
larger representation among the passages studied. In fact, 
these two subdivisions together comprise two-thirds of the 
passages studied, which means, significantly enough, that 
the majority of the passages in question deal either with a 
change in the phrase itself, or an addition of some kind. 
In the first three passages to be considered under this 
particular subdivision, Gal. 4:19; 4:28; and Eph. 5:2 ·(the 
first part of the verse--there bei.~g two variants to be taken 
up in this verse), another striking divergence, in choice of 
readings on the part of the revisers is in evidence, a dis-
crepancy which we are at a loss to explain. In Gal. 4:19, 
, 
where the RSV uses lfKY<"" , "little children", instead ofcl'lt"'v-, 
"children", and in Gal. 4:28, where the RSV uses "we, breth-
ren0, instead of ''you", in both cases the RSV renderings are 
supported by the s ame group of witnesses, A, c, the Kaine, 
and~ (plerigue--most witnesses) and :em (perrnulti--the ma-
jority of remaining witnesses) respectively, with one ex-
ception~ The Gal. 4:28 passage, according to the RSV, has 
the additional support of~. This situation is very similar 
to the one obtaining in the previous subdivision, where the 
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Galatians passages olted were similarly suppor·ted ( see above). 
But, iri the case of Eph. 5: 2, ". • • as Christ loved .!:!! and 
gave Himself up for~", this RSV reading, W1like all the pre-
ceding citations does not a5ree with the ASV reading . Further-
more, and here ls where the striking divergence rererred to 
comes in, the manuscripts opposed to this reading of the RSV 
are}{, B, C, and Al Support for this reading is given by 
p46, the Koine, D9 G9 the majority of rernainin;:; witnesses, 
the Latin a..~d the Syriac. There seems to be absolutely no 
reason for this cho i ce or reading, especially in view of 
Streater' s rema1nk regarding the authontici ty of B and ->'<. : 
"The text of B 5~ being held innocent of this free treatment 
of the orig i nal acquired t he credit which always attaches to 
a respectable witness as against one known to be in some re-
spects disreputable. n5 
The second substitution in Eph. 5:2 presents no problem. 
The reading II o •• and gbren Himself for us" is supported 
by all manuscrip·ts except B, 69, and a few others of no 
apeci~l importance. 
The next passage under consideration, Phil. 2:30, con-
cerning the phrase 11 the ,,ork of Chr1st0 as in ·the RSV is 
opposed only by Westcott-Hort, and by~, A, P, and other 
less important manuscripts. This is noteworthy, because here 
S. B. H. Streeter, The Four Gos1els (London: MacMillan & Co., ttd .. , Rev. 1930,--r,Eh Impress on, 1951), P• 132. 
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is one case where Tischendorf does not follow the reading of 
>\1 • We can have no argument here wi.th the reviers • choice, 
since the reading is substantiated by all the other manuscripts 
outside of the ones just mentioned. 
Of the remaining seven passages under this subdivision 
the RSV's treatment of four of them, Col. li7; 1:12; 3:13; 
and Philemon 6 offer no special problems of the kind we have 
considered in the foregoing pages. In each case the manuscript 
evidence is suff1ciently strong for the reading chosen by the 
revisers. With the exception of Philemon 6, there is agree-
ment in every case with the ASV. 
But the remaining three passages aeain show some sur-
prising choices on the part of the revisers. In the case of 
Col. 2:16, the manuscript witness for the RSV readings are 
about the same (p46, B, 1739, Syriac) as those rejecting the 
reading chosen by the revisers in Gal. 6:12. There, the manu-
script evidence opposed to the RSV reading shows up as fol-
46 lows: p , B, 69, 1175, While the RSV reading 1n Gal. 6:12 
is still in agreement with the ASV, this is not the case with 
Col. 2:16. A purely arbitrary choice on the part of the re-
visers, at least in this case, seems to be the only solution 
to the enigma. 
A similar situation confronts us in the case of Col. 3:4. 
The phrase in question "Christ ••• our life", favored by 
the revisers over the alternative "Christ ••• your life" 
is rejected by p46, the Hesychian group with the exception of 
-
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B, then rejected also by D, o, most of the others, and the 
Latin. Now this is almost the same manuscript evidence 
which sunports the RSV reading of Col. 1:7, with the sole 
exception of subs ti tutj_ng C in the place of B as above. 
Since in t he case both of Col. 3:4 and 1:7, the RSV readings 
agree with those of the ASV, this seems to be the only reason 
for this contradictory cho:i.ce of readj_ngs. 
The next subdivision, invol11lng additional words in the 
text contains twelve e;cample s of this form of variant. The 
large majority of these are well supported by reliable manu-
script evi dence. The readings of the RSV for three passages 
in this group, however, merit closer attention. J.n the case 
of Eph. 1:15' the phrase 11and your love" is omitted by p46, 
~ B, J'=- *, A, and a few others. Since the RSV reading again 
agrees with the ASV reading and s i..'l"lce the RSV reading is also 
supported by the Koine tradi tion, D, G, and many others, be-
sides the Latin and Syriac versions, sheer weight of num-
bers seems to have been. the deciding factor i n. this case. 
The choice of t he revisers wj_th regard to Eph. 6 :12 is 
even more puzzling. The phrase in question '!this present 
darkness" is supported only by the Koine (and the King James, 
of course), and many othe~ less significant witnesses. All 
the other major witnesses, when not listed in Nestle's foot-
notes are presumed to follow the reading of Nestle's text, 
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.... ;,.., 
which omits theio 11 oi,w1o5 according to the "Explanations for 
the Greek New •rest;amentri, preceding the text. 6 It would seem 
that the relative importance and authority attached to the 
various manuscrip·cs ·carried no weight at all in this caae. 
In passing it should also be mentioned that a similar situa-
tion obtains in the case of Col. 3:16, except that the RSV 
rendering there is supported, in addition to the vtitnesses 
cited for the Eph. 6:12 rendel"ing,. also by Ao Again the 
RSV's rendering agrees only with that of the King James. 
C0l~ l: 22 again presents a st;riking case of contradic-
tory choices. The RSV reading here, 11 by His de·ath0 is not 
found in t he ASV, Westcot t-Hort, the King James or in 
Tischendorf. I11. f act, the onl y ma.i.,uscript support of this 
reading is listed by Nestle as being}t: A, 1912, and l!!!! 
( permulti•-·many ot l-1ers), and the Peshitta Syriac. If we 
substitute minuscule 1739 for 1912, we ha:ve again the same 
combinati on of manuscript witnesses which oppose~ the RSV 
reading in the case of Eph. 3:91 
'.Che fourth and l ast subdivision of varia1:1ts, t hose deal-
ing with omissions consists of . nine passages containing a 
variant of this nature. 
The very first passage under this heading, Gal. 5:21, 
6. Eberhw.~d Nestle, Novum Testamentum Graece (18th edition; 
Stuttgart: Privilegiarte Wlirttembergische B1belanstalt, 
194.8), P• 78*. 
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where the RSV omits •tmurder" in t he list of the works of the 
flesh is well substan tiatedo Although the word is included -z 
only by the RSV and the King James, it is·, nevertheless, well 
supported by p46 , B, ~ , 33, a few others, and also by Mar-
cion. However, the chief manuscripts opposing this reading, 
that is, those which eliminate from the text, A, c, the Koine, 
D*, Gare the same witnesses which su:oport the RSV rendering 
of Col. 1:12 under the second subdivision. 
The RSV reading of Gal. 6:12, "the cross of Christ", 
where some manuscripts have ttthe cross of Christ Jesusn again 
demonstrates an interestj.ng phenomenon. It is opposed only 
by p46 , B, and minuscules 69 and 1175. Returning again to 
Col. 2:16 under the . second subdivision, we note that the RSV 
reading there is supnorted only by p46, B, minuscule 1739, 
and the Peshitta Syriac. 
The revisers' choice in the case of Eph. l~:4 is even 
more difficult to defend. The reading there involves the 
use or rejection of the word "also" in the phrase "just as 
(also) you were called 
• • • • 
ti The RSV eliminates the 
"also" and so does the King James. \-/estcott-Hort put the 
. 
reading in brackets, and Tischendorf and the ASV both in-
clude it in the text. There is, however, extremely little 
support among the manuscripts. Only B, a few others, the 
Vulgate, some of the Old Latin versions and the Peshitta 
Syriac favoring the RSV rendering. A preference for the 
King James at this point on the part of the revisers, for 
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whatever reason, seems to be the only explanation for this 
particular choice. 
Again, in the case of Col. 1:3, where the RSV has "God 
the Father", which agrees with the ASV and Westcott-Hort, 
numerical super iority of manuscripts seems to be on the side 
of the reading "God .filll! the Father". The only manuscript 
witnesses for the RSV reading are B, C*, and the Syriac 
versions, whereas the King James and Tischendorf rendering 
is supported by)\, the Koine tradition, many others, 
(plerique) and the Vulgate. 
It would seem from a study of the passages cited in 
this chapter and the readings in these passages adopted by 
the revisers, that there was not always a regard for the 
weight of manuscript evidence, in the choice of a particular 
reading. E. c. Colwell's remark is very much to the point: 
HQne of the faults of the Revised Standard Version is an 
unnecessary inconsistency. In general, it does not show 
the result of careful attention to the problem of accuracy 
in the source which is to be expected in a recent work. 117 
Since, however, in the passages cited in this chapter the 
reVisers• choice favored once the ASV and then the King James 
where manuscript evidence would have called for a different 
reading, we submit the suggestion that the revisers attempted 
7. Ernest Cadman Colwell, What is the Best New Testament? 
(Chicago, The Univers i ty of Chicago~ss';-1952), 
pp. 91-92. 
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a compromise between these two versions where no question of 
literary style or important variations, such as the longer 
or shorter ending of Mark, were involved. In view of the Re-
vision Committee's i ns t r uctions8 to consider both the ASV and 
the King James \-rhen preparing this new translation, the in-
consistency of the revisers, is, to a certain extent excus-
able. Yet, we think of t he fourth rule in Wi kgren•s canons 
of criti cism as quoted by Colwell: "The quality rather than 
the quanti t y of witnesses is more important in determining 
a reading."9 And, in none of the other canons of criti ci sm, 
whether pu t forth by Ti schendorf, Porter, Wettstein, Hammond, 
Wikgren, Colwell , or any others, is there anything to the 
effect that an earlier Engl:f.sh version can be the deciding 
factor in choosing a particular readjn g. 
We recall Streeter's remark concerning the value of 
Vaticanus (B), and Sinai ticus ( ){ ) : "The text of BI'{, 
being held innocent of this free treatment of the original, 
acquired the credit which always attaches to a respectable 
witness as against one known to be in some respects dis-
reputable.nlO 
We also note in passing that of the fourteen passages 
listed under Ephesians, ten of them show agreement between 
the RSV and King James. A bird's-eye view of the territory 
8. ,Supra: Chapter II 
9. Ibid., P• 115. 
10. Streeter, .Q.12• cit., p. 132. 
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cover ed in this chapter also shows a preference on the part 
of the revisers for the reading "Christ Jesusn over "Jesus 
Christ", and also a preference for "we", "our'', "us", over 
11you" and "yours u. 
This chapter, it seems, shows the revisers' "eclectic 




Such is the picture of ·the RSV derived from a tabula-
tio:q. of readings by several of the leading versions; a tabu-
lation of manusci .. ipt ev1.dence in support of, or in opposition 
to, these readings, and an a ·ttempt to ascertain how closely 
the revisers followod t he best principles of textual criticism, 
at the same time cai"'rying out their commission to neglect 
nei thei• the ASV nor the King Jame s. 
We have pointed out ( chapter II) that the RSV is not 
strictly a revision» and the revisers themselves, as was 
pointed out, L~dicated t hat this latest effort to clothe 
the New '11estament in. modern English dress sometimes took on 
aspects of' a nevi ( and sometimes free} translationo In that 
ohapte1• was also a forecast of ,,hat was to become very evi-
dent in subsequen·c chapters, viz, that the Revision Committee 
felt free to add, in t he words of Dr. Cadbury, "whatever 
he (the translator} may modestly claim to have achieved of 
1 1 1 i , "l rea nsight into the meaning of the erg nt. .... 
In the thii>d chapter we noted the 1nte1~esting phenomena 
that while the RSV agroed most frequently with the ASV, 1t 
agreed only slightly less frequently with the King James and 
l. An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version .2f. ~ li!!! 
Testament, by menioers""of the Revision Committee, IOnE {n.p., 1946), P• 52. 
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and the Westcott -Hort versions, and agreed about equally with 
the last two versions. 
In line wi th good t extual-critical procedure the revisers, 
1n the large majority of cases accepted readings of the 
Hesychian group, and gave some attention (though not as much 
as might be desir ed) t o p46, generally following a combina-
tion of these. 
The fourth chapter revealed, by examination of the 
witnesses for a parti cular reading that the ~evisers' choice 
was frequently of a dubious nature, from the standpoint of 
manuscript support, and could be justified only by their in-
tention to strike a sort of aurea rnediocr1tas between the 
ASV and the King J ames. 
This survey was intended as a sor t of supplement to 
other surveys of a similar nature by Wikgren, Allis, Cadbury, 
Johnson and ot hers, which dealt ·with the Gospels especially 
and the larger Pauline epistles. It was also the findings 
of these ot her surveys, as was pointed out in the several 
quotations, that the revisers' "eclectic principle'' was too 
freely used, or at least, used more often than was desirable. 
As the revisers had no preconceived partiality toward 
the Westcott-Hort text, but found afterwards that they did 
favor it in the majority of cases2, we had likewise formed 
no judgment or opinion beforehand regarding their over-use 
2. tb1a., p. l+-1 
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ot the "eclectic principle" , although. other surveys which 
we consulted had already indicated this. 
The concluding remark in Wikgren1 s survey aptly and 
concisely ammnari21es the .findings of this Sl.ll:'vey also: 
"Thus. while tho RSV o.f the ,Nev, Testament faces, Janus-like, 
1n tw? 'direct.ions at once, it nevertheless represents a 
significant step in t he achievement of the most accurate 
English text, and i.11 the emancipntion of the English Bible 
from the fottax•·a of e.rchaism.11 3 
J. A. P. Wikgren , "A Gr i tiqlle of the Revi aed Standard Ver-
sion of' the Nevi Testament", The Study of the Bible Today 
and Tomorrow, edited by H.aroI'a:-R. Willoughby (Chicago; 
tfril'~e1~s:I.ty of Chicago Presa, 1947), P• 388. 
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